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Abstract: 

This paper flings to highlight the self identity of the aboriginal people in Australian Society. 

Australia once was the land of aborigines. After colonization, the aborigines are mixed up with 

the Whites. The aborigines lost their self representing factors such as language, culture, religion 

and land. The Whites provided education, food and shelter to the aborigines in order to covert 

them to their religion and culture. But they did not get succeeded due to the strong bonding of 

aboriginality with the people to their language, culture and religion. Thus the aboriginal self 

identity is unable to eradicate from the minds of some of the aborigines by the Colonizers. Colin 

Thomas Johnson, the most enigmatic literary figure of Australia is a novelist, poet, essayist and 

playwright. He is famous for his Wildcat Trilogy, in which he speaks for the rights and self-

determination of the Aborigines. He published this novel with his aboriginal name Mudrooroo 

Narogin. He poured light to the contemporary Australian representation of the aboriginal self 

through the characters. Thus Doin Wildcat is constructed from the painful irony of Australia‟s 

indigenous people trying to find a common self in a land from which they have been eradicated. 
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Introduction: 

The Self is an individual‟s personal identity. It is a philosophy that describes essential qualities 

which constitute a person‟s uniqueness or essential being. It is the study of either the cognitive 

and affective representation of an individual‟s identity. The Self varies from person to person 

due to the complexities of cultures ad societies. Research says, self depends up on the culture in 

which it is situated.  

The English captain James Cook explored Australia in 1700. The aborigines lived in Australia 

before 60,000 years. They depended upon the nature for food. After colonization, the aborigines 

lost their way of life and culture. The Whites provided education, food and shelter to the 

aborigines in order to convert them into their religion and culture. But they did not succeed due 

to the strong bonding of aboriginality with the people to their language, culture and religion. 

Thus the Colonizers were unable to erase the identity of the aboriginal self from all the 

inhabitants. 

Colin Thomas Johnson is a novelist and a poet of Australia. He is famous for his Wildcat 

Trilogy, in which he speaks for the rights and self-determination of the aborigines. Doin Wildcat 

is the second novel in Wildcat Trilogy published in 1988, the year when White society celebrated 

Australia‟s Bicentenary. Doin Wildcat is the continuation of Wildcat Falling. In this novel, 

Mudrooroo uses aboriginal English in fragments to throw light up on the Aborigines. He 

published the novel Doin Wildcat with his aboriginal name Mudrooroo Narogin. Doin Wildcat is 

a perlustration of Johnson‟s ideological position in regard to aboriginality. It functions as a 
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counter-discourse to the Eurocentic Australian writings. The author devotes Koori English 

against the Standard English of the colonizer. The writerly features of post- modern style are 

replaced by readerly features of modernism. In order to meet the purpose of aboriginal activism, 

the author uses disruptive aspects of white forms. 

The novel Doin Wildcat demonstrates Mudrooroo‟s self-awareness in creating variety of levels 

within his works. In his another novel Writing from the Fringe he says: 

In 1988, I returned to the story [of Wildcat] again in Doin Wildcat. The character 

had gone to goal, written Wildcat Falling [sic.] in gaol as a project of 

rehabilitation, been released and much later was hired to script his novel. Doin 

Wildcat is on one level the story of the making of the film. On another level it 

shows what happens to the Aboriginality of a script when it is made in to a film 

by a white director. A third level is to try to escape the conventions of the novel. 

Conventions such an ending. Also it was an attempt to write an entire fictional 

work in dialect and to include some examples of contemporary Aboriginal oral 

literature. All in all, I consider it my best work to date; others consider it my 

worst. (57) 

The trailing of aboriginal authenticity is harmonized with experimentation in contemporary 

literary forms and theory. Mudrooroo who first habituated academic, transforms his search for 

aboriginal self into a pursuit of literary stylistics that switched his search for Self. His focus is 

from personal to political consciousness. 

Doin Wildcat adds more characters which exemplify the general search by many contemporary 

aboriginal people for national recognition and self-determination. The novel Wildcat Falling acts 

as an allegory for aboriginal striving for national identity in 1960, but the text Doin Wildcat 
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serves as a symbol of modern aboriginality. Mudrooroo‟s linking of self with political pursuits 

suggests that aboriginality is perceived as functioning manifestation and an expression of an 

ideology. Aboriginality is interpreted representationally. Critics Gelder and Salzman observe 

Doin Wildcat chiefly as an exploration of the problem of contemporary aboriginal people. 

Aboriginality is remarked as an ideology that has different meaning in the minds of its 

participants. 

There are two factors in which the connection between post-modernism and Aboriginal 

representation is formed. The first is that the traditional aboriginal literature is „nomadic‟ and has 

features that are common to post-modern literary practice. Stephen Muecke in his work Reading 

the Country describes „nomadic‟ literature as “a way of looking which is specific, a way of 

representing things. It is an aesthetic/political stance and is constantly in flight from ideas or 

practices associated with the singular, the original, the uniform, the central authority, the 

hierarchy… without for all that ascribing to any form of anarchy”(59). 

Australian aboriginal cultural roots provide Mudrooroo with a parallel for post-modern practices 

as demolishing the singularity and the unity of the texts. It challenges the centrality and 

reliability of the author. It also replaces the curtailed narrator with a more emancipated voice. 

The second factor is the decentering ideals of post-modernism which are shared by the political 

radicalism of Aboriginal activism. Mudrooroo finds this connection in the narratives of Long 

Live Sandawara and Dr. Woreddy’s Prescription for Enduring the Ending of the World, which 

proclaim the historically based aboriginal protagonists who withstand and endure in different 

ways due to the influence of White predominant constructs. Doin Wildcat becomes a vehicle for 

political disruption. According to the ideology and reading strategies of the readers, Critic 

Kateryna Arthur in her essay “ Neither Here nor There: Towards Nomadic Reading” points out 
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that the text do not provide “ any comfortable resting place for the reception of story or value 

system… No form emerges as politically innocent or neutral” (60). The White readers‟ assurance 

of textual unity, closure and monologism are thwarted and toppled throughout this novel. 

Kateryna Arthur places Mudrooroo with Bakhtin and Samuel Becket because as a writer 

Mudrooroo has created a space between literary binaries such as unity and multiplicity, closure 

and openness, law and subversion, stasis and motion. Mudrooroo defends binaries from 

marginalized position by redefining centrality and exposing the intricate relationship between 

established conventions of genre and political power. 

Mudrooroo says that his writings are influenced by Michel Foucault. Foucault states that 

between 1760 and 1840 a profound change occurred in Europe in the areas of punishment, 

imprisonment and prisoner-reform. Monarchical authorities had operated horrible spectacles of 

public punishment before 1760, but now it has been replaced by a system that emphasizes 

surveillance, correction and prison-reform. He rhetorically says, it is surprising that prisons 

resemble factories, schools, barracks and hospitals. He suggests that the failure of the prison 

system to eliminate crime should be seen as a system success, producing dereliction in politically 

and economically less dangerous. In some occasions it produces usable form of illegality and the 

delinquent as a pathologies subject. Hodge and Mishra add, 

Which could produce docile delinquency in all Australians, viewed as the inhabitants 

now of an open prison that covers the whole continent… It might seem fanciful to 

suggest that contemporary Australia is in some respects only a more complex and 

extensive disciplinary machine than Botany Bay was in 1800. But mechanisms for 

constructing deviance and maintaining surveillance still exist, in direct line of descent 
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but more efficient and more resourced, with new objects of the disciplinary gaze to join 

the old. (66) 

Mudrooroo uses mechanisms and objects in presenting the screen play of Doin Wildcat in the 

inoperative Fermantle gaol. The Fermantle gaol has been turned into a museum which pictures 

their colonial arts and crafts, the various room have been rearranged for the film. For example, 

the party scene is shot in a student‟s loft, but it is actually the old prison chapel. 

Doin Wildcat links self and political pursuits in the same literary mode, implying a 

representational interpretation of aboriginality. The full title of the novel, Doin Wildcat: A Novel 

Koori Script! As Constructed by Mudrooroo Narogin, highlights it as a practical literary text that 

marks a radical political position in regard to aboriginality. 

The Abbreviated word Doin, without apostrophe, introduces an aboriginal perspective of 

English. The pun on Novel is significant since it signals a post- modern delight in word- play and 

self –consciousness. Mudrooroo replaces Colin Johnson in another specific assertion of 

aboriginal nomenclature. 

Doin Wildcat has the complex narrative structure which goes a long way in fulfilling this 

promise. It comprises the narrator- protagonist of Wildcat Falling returning to his original text to 

envisage its scripting and shooting as a film, the script which Wildcat himself has written. 

Wildcat, the narrator of the novel remembers his life as described in Wildcat Falling and the 

event of himself creating that description. Finally it becomes unable for him to separate fact and 

fiction. The mythology which he invents for Wildcat Falling is now adapted in to the screen and 

it gets confused with the original truth. He proposes that only the feeling of events remains 

authentic.  He says, “It‟s got to be like it was in the book, or was it like that in the book? Only 

know [h]ow it felt in real life… Christ everythin is startin to get all mixed up- life, book and now 
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film” (70). The tenuous reliability of the author is the key theme in the novel. It is Wildcat‟s 

attempt to correct his original story. The film is made from that text. He exclaims: “So [h]ere I 

make the record straight, while the lie continues on in the filim”(71). Doin Wildcat is the text 

which is truthfully existing in the present world.. It is original and associated with the traditional 

aboriginal culture. 

Wildcat says, he wrote the novel Wildcat Falling while he was sentenced to prison. He further 

adds that he wrote the novel with the help of White social workers, to please them. Doin Wildcat 

throws light on the integrity of the celluloid representation of Wildcat‟s life. Genuine 

representation of aboriginality becomes problematic. 

A Jewish American, Al Wrothberg directed the film, acknowledging that it will not be a 

blockbuster. He presented the screen play for the American viewers as romanticized kitsch. He 

further adds another text to the list which is misrepresented Aboriginal self in the past. The 

reality of homogeneous White discourse which Wrothberg faked is created at odd with the 

vibrant aboriginal discourse of Wildcat‟s commentary and musings, like the film‟s aesthetic 

precepts of unity, homogeneity and closure that oppose Mudrooroo‟s anti- modernist intentions. 

Doin Wildcat genre represent novel, script, film, anecdotal stories, private musings, commentary 

against a set of complicated variety of representations of aboriginality. All these representations 

have their own validity but the ontological nature of aboriginality is not presented. Doin Wildcat 

implies the flexible ideology formed in the politics of White structures. Its representations are 

shaped by Whites, but as an experience it remains uniquely aboriginal. 

In the ending of Wildcat Falling the Wildcat is submitted to the white authority and returns 

quietly to gaol details, the issues of how the original text and the film suppress the authenticity 

and becomes an ambiguous representations of aboriginality. Crictic Bill McGaw comments that 
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the ending is problematic. The scene in which Wildcat meets the old rabbiter, now newly named 

Wally, the narrator pours out his original experience of this meeting. He asserts the importance 

of the change he underwent, but he is unhappy in his determination of the outcome of events in 

Wildcat Falling. Wildcat says, “I knew that I ad to face what I ad done. Knew I ad to, but didn‟t 

know ow to finish it off. Ow do yuh end a story, moonlight an roses, or ashes an sackcloth?(74). 

When the final scene is shot, Ernie, the Aboriginal actor who plays the character of Wildcat, 

proclaims that the ending is unsatisfactory and betrayal. Ernie says to Wildcat, “That fuckin end, 

bro?... yuh ended it wrong, yuh did. All yuh got in another blackfella endin up in jail. Nothin 

good about that. Shoulda ad im shoot it out with those blokes on ores. An not only that, but ee 

says ee‟s sorry. Sorry for what they done to im, that‟s a joke that is?” (75). 

The narrator says that he has considered two possible endings in order to defend the actor‟s 

question, one which Wildcat escaped to East for freedom and other in which, with his girlfriend 

and Wally together stand against the police. He continues:  

“ But it didn‟t appen like that, didn‟t ! Yuh sholud go to jail, mate an‟feel what its 

like. It eats away at yer guts. Well, yuh shoot a cop, an what sorta sentence to yuh 

think yuh‟ll get? Six months to get yer arse in. Well, the bastards gave me The 

Governor‟s Pleasure. Is pleasure alright! They throw away the key an yuh got to 

please that Governor to be let out. So What do yuh do? Inside all yer life, or give 

in a little-a lot- to get out. That book was me ticket to the outside, bradda.(78) 

This proclaims that for Wildcat writing functions within a White socio-political imperative and 

the Black Aboriginal truth cannot be told within these structures. McGaw says, “ The chief 

authenticity of the ending of Wildcat Falling…[lies] in its capacity to satisfy society… The chief 

effect of this is to ascribe truth to a perspective which, it is implied, could not previously be told- 
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the marginalized aboriginal perspective, the koori perspective.”(76). Mudrooroo separates 

aboriginal truth from White interpretations. Wildcat Falling and Wrothberg‟s film have never 

been in Wildcat‟s control. They have been made to satisfy White authorities. An aborigine in 

Australian society feels powerless and compromised. 

Some problems rose while transcribing aboriginal oral texts into English. Mudrooroo believes 

three methods to preserve the aboriginality in the text: 

If oral texts must be transcribed and written down, then an audio cassette should 

be supplied along with the book; but if this is impossible, then the editing process 

utilized should leave the text as close to the original as possible. A third course 

might be to create a written style in close proximity to the oral style. I have tried 

to do this in my latest fictional work, Doin Wildcat: A Novel Koori Script (1988). 

This is written in non standard English, but without the repetitions and pauses of a 

true oral text…(77) 

Mudrooroo calls the language of Doin Wildcat as dialect. The novel includes some examples of 

contemporary aboriginal oral literature. The Wildcat‟s narrative attempts to represent 

contemporary aboriginal English. The discourses imitate how aborigines speak naturally and 

authentically, but it is highly self- parodying and self expressing. 

Conclusion: 

Mudrooroo interprets aboriginality in two aspects. The first aspect is political, social and 

economic circumstances in which the aborigines are living today inside a Westernized society. 

Aboriginal self is expressed as colonized and the Black literature as writing back. The 

understanding and importance of aboriginality is brought by Mudrooroo through the novel Doin 

Wilcat. It presents aboriginality in all the aspects such as language, culture, religion etc. Thus 
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Doin Wildcat is constructed from the painful irony of Australia‟s indigenous people trying to 

find a common self in a land from which they have been eradicated. 
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